WANTED
for questioning by Copwatch.com

ROGUE POLICE OFFICERS

ON SUSPICION OF: (see indictment on COPWATCH.com)

☑ Manslaughter
☑ Drug Trafficking
☑ Civil Rights abuses
☑ Criminal Conspiracy

☑ Corruption
☑ Brutality
☑ Perjury
☑ Rape

DID YOU KNOW...

Experts say Copwatch.com’s ‘Crucial Reforms’ MUST be adopted
According to Federal statistics, policework is NOT very dangerous
Most cops are poorly educated and dangerously undertrained
Cops have more in common with criminals than with normal citizens
The cops’ ‘Blue Wall of Silence’ is like the Mafia’s code of ‘Omerta’
The Police Union fights against police accountability
We need, but do not have, a REAL ‘Citizen’s Review Board’
Our police department ranks among the worst in the nation
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*according to a recent opinion analysis by Copwatch.com
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